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et al., 2000; Grafton et al., 2002; Park and Shea, 2002, 2003a,b, 
2005; Whitacre and Shea, 2002; Verwey and Clegg, 2005; van Mier 
and Petersen, 2006).
Using a different approach Jordan (1995) proposed the notion 
of dynamic optimization of motor codes/processing. He used a 
relearning paradigm with skilled typists on an altered keyboard. 
Performance decrements observed during relearning using the 
altered keyboard suggested that through extensive typing practice 
with a traditional QWERTY keyboard the typists had developed an 
effector dependent representation of the spatial locations of specific 
keys. That is, an optimized response had been developed where 
specific spatial locations were linked to specific effector movements. 
This optimization was thought to result when neurological and 
anatomical properties of a specific effector system are exploited 
through practice in order to enhance response production (Park 
and Shea, 2005) or when a coarticulation mechanism tunes activa-
tion patterns of specific effectors to the biomechanical properties 
of that effector (Verwey and Clegg, 2005). According to the notion 
of dynamical optimization, with increased amount of practice a 
response becomes increasingly effector specific due to the specific 
effector information that is being coded along with and perhaps 
linked to sequence information. In Keele’s and Verwey’s terms the 
cognitive and motor levels of response production became linked 
in such a way that they no longer maintain their independence or 
the motor commands have been so refined that additional cognitive 
processing is not required during the production of the move-
ment sequence. The result is that the optimized response sequence 
is more specific to the precise conditions experienced during the 
optimization period of practice, but becomes increasingly more 
inflexible under transfer conditions as practice continues. Indeed, 
recent sequence learning experiments looking at effector, force, and 
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How movement sequences are represented and processed in the 
central nervous system has garnered a great deal of experimental 
and theoretical attention in the last 20 years. For example, Keele 
et al. (1995) and Verwey (1995) have proposed that movement 
sequences are processed in two independent coding/process-
ing schemes which were labeled cognitive and motor. Cognitive 
processing was thought to be involved in the organization of 
the movement elements into subsequences (termed chunks by 
Verwey, 1994), linkages between subsequences (concatenation), 
and coding of the sequential spatial locations of the movement 
sequence. Motor processing was thought to be involved in select-
ing effectors and computing activation patterns to achieve the 
desired sequence of spatial locations. Both theoretical perspectives 
argued that cognitive and motor processing (or representations) 
were developed independently, at different rates during practice, 
and that different movements may rely differentially on these 
representations/processing types. For example, key press tasks 
are often used to understand the cognitive processing involved 
in sequence production because the motor demands are reduced 
because the onset of an effector has to be controlled to depress the 
key, but the specific amount, pattern, or coordination of agonist 
and antagonist forces does not have to be carefully regulated. In 
many other movements the precise regulation of forces across 
effectors have to be carefully managed in order to produce the 
correct movement pattern. Thus, the development of motor codes 
may progress faster for key press tasks than for tasks requiring the 
more precise control of forces. Numerous recent studies using a 
variety of tasks have found patterns of effector transfer that are 
consistent with these proposals (e.g., Schmidt, 1975; Willingham 
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spatial transfer after one and multiple days of practice have found 
that the transfer surface becomes increasing limited over extended 
practice (e.g., Jordan, 1995; Park and Shea, 2003b, 2005; Bischoff-
Grethe et al., 2004; Wilde and Shea, 2006; Wilde et al., 2008).
Hikosaka et al. (1999, 2002) proposed that the processing of a 
movement sequence is distributed in the brain in independent spatial 
(e.g., spatial locations of end effectors and/or sequential target posi-
tions) and motor (e.g., sequence of activation patterns of the agonist/
antagonist muscles and/or achieved joint angles) coordinate systems 
with different neural substrates subserving each class of processing. 
According to this perspective the learning of movement sequences 
involves both a fast developing, effector independent component 
represented in visual–spatial coordinates, and a slower developing 
effector dependent component that is represented in motor coor-
dinates. In our opinion this perspective has the potential to provide 
with some modifications a unifying way to understand the various 
factors that influence coding and transfer of movement sequences.
In terms of the neural substrate, the Hikosaka et al. (1999) model 
proposed that intracortical bidirectional (loop circuits) connec-
tions develop over practice between the association cortices, motor 
cortex, basal ganglia, and cerebellum. Visual–spatial processing is 
supported by circuits formed between the prefrontal and parietal 
cortices, anterior basal ganglia (head of the caudate), and posterior 
lobe of the cerebellum while motor processing is supported by the 
motor cortex, midposterior basal ganglia (putamen), anterior lobe 
of the cerebellum, and dentate nucleus circuits. The spatial and 
motor mechanisms are capable of operating independently, and 
thus, through practice an individual acquires a given sequence in 
visual–spatial and motor coordinates. For successful completion of 
the sequential task the two mechanisms must interact. This inter-
action is facilitated in two ways: a translation mechanism relying 
predominantly on the premotor area, and a coordination or switch-
ing mechanism relying predominantly on the pre-supplementary 
motor area (pre-SMA). The role of the translation mechanism 
during initial stages of practice is to transform the information 
from visual into motor coordinates while the role of the coordina-
tive mechanism is to suppress the output of the motor sequence 
mechanism if this output conflicts with that of the spatial sequence 
mechanism. The imaging work suggests the association cortex, 
anterior basal ganglia circuits, and parietal-prefrontal cortical loops 
are more active early in learning. During this early stage of learning 
explicit knowledge related to the visual–spatial characteristics of 
the sequence seem to be available to consciousness and attention 
requirements are relatively high. On the other hand, the circuits 
within the motor system appear to develop more slowly and at a 
more implicit level. Hikosaka proposed that eventually practice 
results in a shift from loops specific to visual–spatial coordinate 
processing to loops associated with motor coordinate processing.
According to this perspective the two sequential processes are 
developed in parallel, each coded in a different coordinate system. 
Initially, a sequence is coded in visual–spatial coordinates that rely 
on attention, explicit knowledge and working memory. The visual–
spatial representation is thought to be transferable to unpracticed 
effectors resulting in relatively good performance of a novel task 
variation that has the same visual/spatial characteristics. In parallel, 
another code represented in motor coordinates (e.g., sequential 
pattern of muscle activation and/or joint angles) also develops. 
Motor representations are more effector specific (Hikosaka et al., 
2002) given that anatomical and neurological properties of the 
specific effector used during practice are being exploited to improve 
performance (Jordan, 1995; Park and Shea, 2005), and thus transfer 
to other effectors based on this code would be limited.
The model proposed by Hikosaka et al. (1999, 2002) was devel-
oped based largely on findings from multi-element key pressing 
tasks (e.g., 2 × 5, 2 × 10). The 2 × 5 and 2 × 10 tasks were originally 
devised to test sequence learning in monkeys (Hikosaka et al., 1995) 
and later humans (e.g., Hikosaka et al., 1996; Sakai et al., 1998; Bapi 
et al., 2000). The 2 × 10 task in the Bapi et al. (2000) experiment, for 
example, required participants to complete trials (termed hypersets) 
composed of 10 sets where each set involves sequentially depressing 
two keys on the key pad of the computer keyboard. The trial starts 
with the illumination of two squares on a 3 × 3 grid and the partici-
pant sequentially “hits” the corresponding keys on the 3 × 3 keyboard 
(see Figure 1). The first finger was to be used to depress the keys on 
the left column, middle finger the keys in the center column, and 
the ring finger for the keys on the right column. If the participant 
depressed the keys in the wrong order (where the correct order was 
learned by trial and error), the correct keys were not depressed, and/
or the response was not entered in 1.2 s the same set was repeated. 
If the set was responded to correctly and within the “time out win-
dow,” the next set was presented. The trial was completed when the 
participant performs the 10 sets without an error and a training 
block was completed when four trials were completed successfully.
Test blocks were provided after 1 training block (early stage), after 
2 training blocks (intermediate stage), and after 11 training blocks 
(late stage). Test blocks were conducted in a manner similar to that of 
the training block (normal) except that the set was not redone when 
an error was made. Testing involved a normal condition in which 
the hand was positioned on the keyboard as it was during training 
(hand extending from the bottom of the display with the fingers 
pointing up to the keyboard) and two transfer blocks where the 
hand was rotated counter clockwise 90° (hand extending from the 
left of the keyboard with the fingers pointing to the left (Figure 1). 
One test was termed a spatial1 test because the illuminated squares 
appeared in the same spatial position as during training but because 
of the new hand position different fingers had to be used to execute 
the response. Another test was termed motor because the position of 
the illuminated squares were altered (shifted 90°) so that the same 
pattern of finger movements were required to produce the correct 
response to each set. At the early stage of practice performance was 
similar on the visual and motor tests but as practice increased per-
formance on the motor transfer tests increasingly improved over that 
on the visual–spatial tests (intermediate and late stages). Based on 
these types of tasks the model predicts that the reliance on the visual–
spatial representation will gradually decrease over practice. Later 
in practice the production of the sequential movements rely more 
1In an attempt to use consistent labeling, we will refer to the tests as retention, (same 
conditions as during practice – motor and spatial coordinates reinstated), motor 
(transfer with motor coordinates reinstated), and spatial (transfer with spatial co-
ordinates reinstated). In the literature these tests have been referred to with various 
labels. For example, Bapi et al. (2000) referred to the retention test as the “normal” 
test. Similarly, Kovacs et al. (2009b) and Boutin et al. (2010), have referred to the 
motor and spatial tests as “mirror” and “non-mirror,” respectively and Lange et al. 
(2004, 2006) referred to the retention test as the “learned” condition and the motor 
and spatial test as “mirror” and “normal” transfer tests, respectively.
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been used to study the cognitive processes involved in sequence 
production because these processes are more easily isolated when 
the motor demands of the task are reduced. Importantly, the results 
of these recent experiments suggest that the Hikosaka perspective 
should be modified in two ways. First, these experiments suggest 
that codes developed in motor coordinates can be transferred to 
homologous muscles on the contralateral limb (mirror move-
ments). Hikosaka et al. (1999) proposed that codes developed in 
motor coordinates were effector specific with practice resulting in 
codes which optimize the joint angles, kinematics, and dynamics 
of the practiced limb. Second, Hikosaka et al. (1999) proposed a 
transition from visual–spatial to motor codes over practice. These 
recent experiments suggest that the characteristics of the move-
ments being studied and the associated control processes used to 
produce the response play a role in determining the time course of 
this transition such that relatively simple movement sequences that 
can be preplanned experience this transition very early in practice 
while longer duration multi-element movement sequences may be 
best coded in visual–spatial coordinates even after extended prac-
tice. These results offer the potential to explain why participants in 
some effector transfer experiment exhibit the ability to effectively 
 transfer a task learned with one limb to the contralateral limb while 
in other tasks/conditions the ability to transfer to the unpracticed 
limb is quite limited.
heavily on the motor representation which allows a more rapid and 
precise execution of the sequence. It should be noted, however, that 
the processing demands and therefore the representations for key 
press sequences may differ in important but subtle ways from that 
of continuous movement sequences. Key press sequences involve a 
sequential pattern of muscle activation, but the precise regulation of 
forces and the management of movement dynamics is not required 
to the same extent as required in many movement sequences where 
a specific pattern of flexion and extension movements is required. 
This difference may play a role in determining the effectiveness of 
codes represented in visual–spatial and motor coordinates across 
practice and introduce additional factors that must be considered 
in determining the most effective coding scheme.
Recently, inter-manual transfer (e.g., Kovacs et al., 2009a,b, 
2010), inter-manual practice (e.g., Panzer et al., 2009a,b, 2011), 
and observational learning (e.g., Boutin et al., 2010; Gruetzmacher 
et al., 2011) research looking at the coding of simple and complex 
movement sequences have offered some interesting modification 
to the Hikosaka perspective. Note that these sequences require the 
precise control of agonist and antagonist muscle groups and the 
management of the movement dynamics in order to precisely regu-
late forces as well as store and utilize elastic forces and momentum 
during movement reversals that is not required when discrete key 
presses are utilized. In fact, as noted earlier key press tasks have often 
Figure 1 | illustration of the hand position and finger movement in two 
versions (A,B) of the normal (acquisition and retention), visual, and 
motor conditions. In the visual condition the display is to the same as in 
the normal condition, but because the hand position is changed different 
fingers and movements are required to move to the correct keys. In the 
motor condition the display is changed from the normal condition, but 
because the hand position has changed the same fingers and movements 
are required. Note that the illustration only depicts a single set. In 
the 2 × 10 tasks, a trial was composed of 10 sets. (redrawn from Bapi 
et al., 2000).
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(Figure 2A). The task required the participants to move a lever as 
quickly and smoothly as possible to the illuminated target position 
by flexing or extending their arm at the elbow. Upon “hitting” the 
target (by moving the pointer attached to the lever into the target 
area) the illumination was turned off and the next target in the 
sequence was immediately illuminated. Ten repetitions of the 
14-element sequences were provided in each block and each day 
of practice involved 16 blocks of practice. Over practice, partici-
pants appeared to impose a structure on the movement sequence 
resulting in increasingly rapid production of the sequence. In each 
experiment participants practiced the movement sequence with 
either the left or right limb for 1, 4, or 12 days (Experiments 1–3). 
Following the various amounts of practice, a delayed retention test 
(Figure 2B) and two effector transfer tests were administered. One 
transfer test (motor) involved the unpracticed limb with a mir-
ror presentation of the target positions, which required the same 
pattern of homologous muscle activation and the achievement 
of the same relative joint angles as during practice with the con-
tralateral limb, but the spatial locations were altered (Figure 2C). 
On the other effector transfer test (spatial) the visual–spatial 
coordinates were reinstated such that participants moved to the 
same spatial locations as during acquisition but the unpracticed 
limb was used (Figure 2D). However, because the contralateral 
limb was used, a new unpracticed pattern of muscle activation 
and joint angles were required to achieve the target locations in 
the sequence. Thus, during the motor transfer test, the motor 
coordinates were reinstated and the visual–spatial coordinates 
were altered, while during the spatial transfer test the visual–
spatial coordinates were reinstated and the motor coordinates 
were altered. The Hikosaka perspective would predict an increased 
reliance over practice on codes formulated in motor coordinates. 
Based on this notion, we predicted increasingly better transfer 
performance when the motor coordinates are reinstated on the 
transfer test relative to transfer when the spatial coordinates are 
reinstated as practice increased.
Results, however, indicated that regardless of the amount of 
practice participants performed substantially better on the spatial 
transfer test than on the motor transfer test. While additional 
practice may eventually result in better motor transfer than spatial 
transfer these results suggest, at a minimum that the amount of 
practice required to develop motor codes, which are more effective 
than the visual spatial codes, may dramatically increase when the 
It should also be noted that the Hikosaka model has similarities 
to theoretical perspectives that propose intrinsic and extrinsic coor-
dinate or coding systems (e.g., Krakauer et al., 1999; Criscimagna-
Hemminger et al., 2003). The intrinsic coordinates are thought to 
be represented in terms of an internal model of joint represen-
tations (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2003), musculoskeletal 
forces and dynamics (Krakauer et al., 1999), and/or orientation 
of body segments relative to each other (Lange et al., 2004). This 
type of coordinate system is thought to be effector dependent to the 
extent that biomechanical, neurological, and dynamic properties of 
the effectors used on the transfer test are dissimilar to those used 
during practice. That is, an intrinsic representation was proposed 
to “generalize with mirror symmetry reflecting the joint’s sym-
metry” (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2003). Similarly, Lange 
et al. (2004) proposes that “Intermanual transfer of movements 
previously learned with one hand is accomplished by the recall of 
unmodified extrinsic coordinates if the task is performed in the 
original orientation. Intrinsic coordinates are retrieved in the case 
of mirror-reversed orientation.” The extrinsic coordinates were 
thought to reflect Cartesian coordinates of the task space with 
respect to the body and visual display. This coordinate system was 
thought to be effector independent when the extrinsic coordinates 
are reinstated during an effector transfer test even though intrinsic 
characteristics of the required transfer movement may have been 
altered. Thus, the descriptions of intrinsic and extrinsic coordinates 
are similar to Hikosaka’s description of motor and visual–spatial 
coordinates at least with respect to effector transfer.
The following sections will review recent experiments aimed 
at determining the influence of sequence complexity and con-
trol processes on the development of movement codes based in 
visual–spatial and motor coordinates. In addition, recent experi-
ments aimed at determining the coordinate system used to code 
movement sequences during physical and observational practice 
are reviewed. Finally we summarize our perspective of these find-
ings relative to the Hikosaka perspective and offer some additional 
factors that should be considered to have an influence on effector 
transfer.
inTer-manual Transfer: sequence complexiTy
Kovacs et al. (2009b) conducted three experiments in which 
the amount of practice was manipulated across experiments 
using a complex 14-element dynamic arm movement sequence 
Figure 2 | illustration of the arm used during acquisition (A) and on the retention (B), motor (C) and spatial (D) tests. Note that the targets were arbitrarily 
labeled 1–10 from the start position (red line). (redrawn from Kovacs et al., 2009b).
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( functional difficulty) of S2 may result in participants more effec-
tively coding the sequence using spatial coordinates following 
only 99 trials of practice while S1 may be coded at this stage of 
practice in motor coordinates.
The results confirmed these predictions. Participants that prac-
ticed S1 performed the motor transfer test with the contralateral 
limb as effectively as they performed the retention test, which was 
conducted under the same conditions and with the same limb 
as during practice. Alternatively, participants that practiced S2 
performed the spatial transfer test, where the spatial coordinates 
were reinstated, as well as the retention test. These findings pro-
vide strong support for the notion that the coordinate system 
used to code movement sequences and the manner in which 
participants respond on effector transfer tests is influenced by 
the characteristics of the movement. Consistent with this notion, 
the harmonicity values for S1 were consistent with that typically 
found for pre-planned movements (H = 0.90). On the other hand, 
harmonicity values for S2 were consistent with participants using 
on-line control to make subtle corrections during the progress of 
the movement particularly in the later segment of the movement. 
Note that harmonicity (Guiard, 1993) ranges from 0 to 1 with 
values lower than 1 indicating more than 1 peak in the acceleration 
trace for each half cycle of movement with the value falling below 
0.5 if the additional peak crosses from positive to negative (or vice 
versa). A value of H = 1 indicates harmonic motion. In essence, 
the lower the value of H the more hesitations and/or adjustments 
in the movement occur. This finding caused Kovacs et al. (2010) 
to hypothesize that the coordinate system used to code sequence 
information may be, at least to some extent, dependent on the 
complexity of the movement sequence increases. Indeed, this may 
even suggest that for some complex tasks that spatial coordinates 
may provide the optimal metric from which to develop movement 
codes independent of the amount of practice. Interestingly, the 
task used in the experiments by Kovacs et al. (2009b) has been 
shown to be structured by the participant into a series of con-
catenated subsequences (see Park and Shea, 2005). The processes 
of imposing a structure on a movement sequence with many 
elements is thought to reduce the processing and cognitive inter-
vention in the control processes, but not eliminate dependence 
on cognitive processing. When a sequence is composed of fewer 
elements (e.g., Klapp, 1995), it may be possible to eliminate cog-
nitive intervention during the production of the movement, but 
may not be possible for sequences with many elements even with 
extended practice.
Shea and colleagues (Kovacs et al., 2009a; Panzer et al., 2009a) 
hypothesized that relatively simple motor tasks may be coded, 
even following relatively little practice, in motor coordinates. 
To test this notion Kovacs et al. (2009a) asked participants to 
practice either a simple or a slightly more complex movement 
sequence for one practice session (99 trials). The simpler move-
ment sequence (S1) involved three movement reversals with a 
movement duration of 1300 ms and the more complex movement 
sequence (S2) involved five movement reversals with a movement 
duration of 2000 ms (see Figure 3). Interestingly, the first 1300 ms 
of the longer sequences was the same as the shorter duration 
sequence. While it was not possible to precisely manipulate move-
ment difficulty or complexity, Kovacs et al. (2009a) hypothesized 
that the increased movement duration and number of  reversals 
Figure 3 | illustration of the arm used during acquisition (A) and on the 
retention (B), motor (C) and spatial (D) tests. The arm used and direction of 
movement is indicated by an arrow (bottom) and the goal movements (top) are 
displayed. Note that the start position between the upper and lower arm in this 
task was 85°. RMSE means and SEs by test is provided in (e). (Redrawn from 
Kovacs et al., 2010).
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motor coordinates were reinstated. These results provide strong 
evidence that the control system used during response production 
can play a critical role in determining the coordinate system which 
results in smaller errors on the effector transfer tests.
Consistent with this notion is that pre-planning and on-line 
control of movement sequences have been shown to utilize different 
information and rely on different neural pathways (e.g., Hikosaka 
et al., 2002; Glover, 2004). In other words, shorter duration move-
ments with few elements predominantly rely on pre-planning while 
longer duration movements with more elements have an initial 
pre-planned component after which movement control is gradually 
taken over by the on-line control mechanism. Indeed, Smiley-Oyen 
and Worringham (2001) have demonstrated that movement trajec-
tory, average velocity, and number of targets influence planning. 
These findings suggest that sequential tasks with dissimilar spatio-
temporal characteristics might also differentially rely on distinct 
control mechanisms and benefit from distinct coordinate systems 
in the coding of movement sequences.
designing inTer-manual pracTice To enhance 
reTenTion
Using a different approach and paradigm Panzer et al. (2009a) and 
Panzer et al. (2011) proposed that inter-manual practice, where the 
right limb is used in the first practice session and the left limb is 
used in the second practice session or vice versa, would benefit from 
organizing the two practice sessions so that the coordinate system 
used to code the movement sequence at that stage of practice was 
reinstated during both practice sessions. That is, for example, if 
the code that produces the more effective response utilized motor 
coordinates then organizing the two practice sessions so that the 
same pattern of muscle activation and pattern of joint angles were 
required even though different limbs were used should result in 
enhanced learning. Similarly if the code is more effective when 
developed in visual–spatial coordinates then moving to the same 
visual–spatial locations in the left and right limb practice sessions 
should result in enhanced learning. In the Panzer et al. (2009a, 
Experiment 2) experiment the participant’s task was to reproduce a 
waveform projected on the screen. The goal sequence involved three 
reversals with a 1300-ms duration. Figure 4 provides an illustra-
tion of the paradigm for the relatively simple movement sequence 
used by Panzer et al. (2009a). Note that the motor coordinates are 
reinstated in Acquisition 2 for the A and C conditions while the 
spatial coordinates are reinstated in Acquisition 2 in the B and D 
conditions. For example, if the movement is best coded in a spatial 
coordinate system then learning will be enhanced when that coor-
dinate system is reinstated in the second practice sessions. Further, 
they proposed that the retention of this relatively simple movement 
sequence will be enhanced when motor coordinates are maintained 
across sessions while the retention of more complex movement 
sequences involving additional reversals and/or increased move-
ment time will be enhanced when both practice sessions involve 
the same spatial coordinate system.
Consistent with their predictions, Panzer et al. (2009a) found a 
relatively short duration (1300 ms) movement sequence with three 
reversals to result in enhanced retention when the two practice 
sessions involved the same motor coordinates. These results are 
consistent with a number of findings from the effector  transfer 
control processes used rather than the sequence characteristics 
per se. An experiment testing this hypothesis will be discussed in 
a following section.
It is also worth noting that in a strict sense these data are not 
contrary to the predictions of Hikosaka et al. (1999) model. It is pos-
sible that participants in the Kovacs et al. (2009a) and Panzer et al. 
(2009a) experiments, where relatively simple movement sequences 
were tested, had already transitioned from an initial coding scheme 
based on visual–spatial coordinates to codes based in motor coor-
dinates even though only 99 trials of practice was provided before 
the tests were conducted. It is logical that this transition should 
occur early in practice for a relatively simple movement sequence. 
Indeed, it appears that Hikosaka et al. (1999) and Bapi et al. (2000) 
were aware that in simple tasks there may be a very quick tran-
sition from visual–spatial codes to motor codes. To extend the 
visual–spatial stage Bapi et al. (2000, 2006) introduced complex 
coordinate transformations2. Similarly, it should be recognized that 
participants in the Kovacs et al. (2009b) experiment where a 14-ele-
ment movement sequence was practiced for 1, 4, or 12 days may 
have required additional practice before movement codes based on 
motor coordinates could develop to a point that these codes could 
produce the movement more effectively on the motor transfer test 
than that exhibited on the visual–spatial transfer test.
inTer-manual Transfer: coding and conTrol
As noted previously, Kovacs et al. (2010) hypothesized that the 
production of shorter duration, less complex movements, which 
appear to be controlled by pre-planned processes, may develop reli-
ance on motor coordinates earlier in practice than longer duration 
movement sequences, which appear to be structured into a series 
of subsequences and which are thought to require on-line control 
for the production of the successive segments of the movement 
sequence (e.g., Park and Shea, 2005; Wilde and Shea, 2006). To test 
this notion, Kovacs et al. (2010) utilized a goal sequential move-
ment with five reversals and 2000-ms duration. In one condition 
participants were provided a template indicating the goal pattern 
and a cursor indicating the current position of their limb move-
ment prior to and during the movement. These conditions were 
designed to increase the likelihood that participants would engage 
in online control. A second condition was designed so that partici-
pants could view the goal movement template prior to respond-
ing but the template was removed as soon as they began to move 
and no cursor was provided. These conditions were designed to 
encourage participants to preplan the movement. In both con-
ditions the goal pattern overlaid with the participant produced 
waveform were displayed as feedback following the completion 
of the movement. Note that participants in both conditions were 
asked to produce the same movement pattern during acquisition, 
were provided the same number of practice trials, and retention 
and transfer tests for the two groups were conducted in the same 
manner. Consistent with their initial predictions the findings indi-
cated that participants in the online condition transferred better 
when the spatial coordinates were reinstated on the transfer test 
than when the motor coordinates were reinstated. Participants in 
the preplanned  condition produced enhanced transfer when the 
2We wish to thank an anonymous reviewer for providing this information.
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Figure 5 | illustration of the arm used during acquisition (A) and on the 
retention (B), motor (C) and spatial (D) tests. The arm used and direction of 
movement is indicated by an arrow (bottom) and the goal movements (top) are 
displayed for the physical and observational practice groups. Note that the start 
position between the upper and lower arm in this task was 85°. RMSE means 
and SEs by test is provided in (e). (Redrawn from Gruetzmacher et al., 2011).
Figure 4 | illustration of the arm and task used on acquisition sessions (1 and 2) and retention tests (1 and 2) for the right start group with the same motor 
coordinates on the two acquisition session (A) and right start group with the same spatial coordinates on the two acquisition sessions (B). Left start group 
with the same motor coordinates (C) and same spatial coordinates (D) are also illustrated. Retention performance is for each condition is provided to the right (e). Note 
that this design does not require effector transfer test to determine the coordinate system used to code the movement sequence (Redrawn from Panzer et al, 2009a).
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experiments discussed earlier and confirm that task character-
istics play a role in determining the coordinate system used to 
code responses which results in the smaller errors on the effector 
transfer tests. Alternatively, when the task involved a more com-
plex 16-element movement sequence, Panzer et al. (2009b) found 
inter-manual practice with the same spatial coordinates resulted 
in significantly better learning than inter-manual practice with 
the same motor coordinates (motor condition). It is particularly 
important that these findings are congruent with findings from 
experiments using interlimb transfer because in the inter-manual 
transfer experiments the experimenter has to rely on performance 
on transfer tests using the unpracticed limb which could mask any 
effector specific coding while in the inter-manual practice experi-
ments only retention tests are required.
inTer-manual Transfer following observaTional 
pracTice
A number of observational practice experiments have demon-
strated that observation of a model performing a motor skill can 
facilitate the learning of a wide variety of motor tasks and many of 
these authors have argued that the representation and processing 
mechanisms developed during observation and later used when 
given the opportunity to physically practice are similar to those 
developed and used during physical practice (e.g., Blandin and 
Proteau, 2000; Bird and Heyes, 2005; Mattar and Gribble, 2005; also 
see Rizzolatti et al., 2001, for review). For example, Osman et al. 
(2005) using an eight element key press sequence found that par-
ticipants could effectively produce the sequence with the limb they 
observed during observational practice but not with the contral-
ateral limb (unobserved) suggesting that the movement sequence 
following observation was coded in motor coordinates. In addition, 
neuroimaging experiments report that a set of common neural 
structures are activated during both action production and action 
observation (e.g., Decety et al., 1997; Grèzes and Decety, 2001). 
Fadiga et al. (1995; also see Buccino et al., 2001) reported that 
“the pattern of muscle contraction evoked by transcranial magnet 
stimulation (TMS) during action observation is very similar to 
the pattern of muscle contraction present during the execution of 
the same action” (pp. 2609). These findings suggest a functional 
equivalence between action production and action observation. 
Indeed, a number of experiments have found that variables influ-
encing physical practice also influence observational practice in a 
similar way (e.g., Wright et al., 1997; Shea et al., 2001; Badets and 
Blandin, 2004).
In a recent experiment, Boutin et al. (2010) looked at the cod-
ing of the complex 16-element movement sequence similar to that 
used by Kovacs et al. (2009b) following physical practice and action 
observation. An observer watched a video of a model that had not 
been exposed to the task before (often termed a learning model) 
and was privy to all instructions, observation of the movement and 
extrinsic feedback provided the model during physical practice. 
Consistent with their predictions, which were based on the earlier 
work with only physical practice conditions by Kovacs et al. (2009b), 
the physical practice participants performed the spatial transfer 
test as effectively as the retention test. Performance on the motor 
transfer test was significantly poorer. Interestingly, the observers 
although not permitted prior physical practice also performed the 
spatial transfer test as effectively as the retention test. For the observ-
ers, performance on the motor test was also significantly poorer 
than that on the retention and spatial tests.
In a similar experiment, Gruetzmacher et al. (2011) investi-
gated physical and observational practice with the simple wave-
form reproduction task used earlier by Kovacs et al. (2009a). 
In the Kovacs et al. (2009a) experiment, they found partici-
pants after only one practice session to perform better on the 
motor transfer test. In the observational practice experiment 
Gruetzmacher et al. (2011) wanted to determine if observers 
would also initially code this response in motor coordinates (see 
Figure 5). This prediction was based on the finding that a com-
mon set of neural structures are activated during physical and 
observational practice (Decety et al., 1997; Grèzes and Decety, 
2001) and the finding that factors that influence learning through 
physical practice appear to influence learning through observa-
tional practice (e.g., Wright et al., 1997; Shea et al., 2001; Badets 
and Blandin, 2004). If this were the case it would provide evidence 
that motor information can be extracted through observation. 
Consistent with previous findings (Kovacs et al., 2009a), they 
found that physical practice participants performed the motor 
transfer test better than the spatial but contrary to their initial 
predictions observers performed the spatial test better than the 
motor. Indeed, there was no difference between the observers 
and the physical practice participants’ performance on the spa-
tial test. The findings that coding appears similar for physical 
and observational learning when visual–spatial coordinates are 
reinstated on the transfer test but not when motor coordinates 
are reinstated may help explain why observation for some tasks 
results in retention and transfer performance that is as effective 
as that exhibited by physical practice participants while in other 
experiments observers perform more poorly than participants 
provided physical practice.
general conclusion
Hikosaka et al. (1999) proposed that two sequential processes are 
developed in parallel, each coded in a different coordinate system. 
Initially, a sequence is coded in visual–spatial coordinates that rely 
on attention, explicit knowledge and working memory. In paral-
lel, another code represented in motor coordinates that relies on 
implicit knowledge and does not require attention or working 
memory also develops. Early in practice participants rely on codes 
developed in visual–spatial coordinates but as practice progresses 
there is a shift to codes developed in motor coordinates. Recent 
experiments, however, suggest that both codes are developed 
through practice with one code typically resulting in better inter-
manual transfer depending on the amount of practice, the control 
processes used during practice, and the characteristics (complex-
ity and/or difficulty) of the movement sequence. For example, in 
the extended practice experiments of Kovacs et al. (2009b) using 
a 14-element movement sequence, they found that regardless of 
the amount of practice (1, 4, 12 days of practice) that participants 
performed significantly better on the spatial effector transfer test 
(termed non-mirror test), where the visual–spatial coordinates 
were reinstated but the motor coordinates were changed, than 
on the motor effector transfer test, where the motor coordinates 
were reinstated and the visual–spatial coordinates were changed. 
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